
Adjectives That Compare

We often compare things or people. Adjectives are used to compare one  
person or thing with another. There are three types of comparisons.

Sometimes we are not comparing anything.
Sometimes we compare two things. Then we usually add er to the adjective 

or use more for longer words.
Sometimes we compare three or more things. Then we usually add est to the 

adjective or use most for longer words.

 No comparison Compare two Compare three or more

This apple is the...
 ...biggest
 ...shiniest
 ...most delicious
of all the apples.

This apple is...
 ...bigger
 ...shinier
 ...more delicious
than the other one.

The apple is...
 ...big
 ...shiny
 ...delicious.

 Circle the correct adjective that compares in each sentence.

 1. Father’s new truck is shiny, shinier than our car.

 2. That is the tinier, tiniest spider I have ever seen.

A

 Remember: The suffix er has two letters and you use it to compare two things.
 The suffix est has three letters and you use it to compare three or more things.
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Adjectives That Compare 

Section 2



 3. The mailman is later, latest today than he was yesterday.

 4. This rose is the pretty, prettiest in the vase.

 5. He is the more courageous, most courageous boy I know.

 6. The science test was difficult, more difficult than the math test.

 7. This pillow is the softer, softest one I’ve had in a long time.

 Complete the chart with the correct comparison adjectives.

 No comparison Compare two Compare three or more

 8.  rougher  

 9. beautiful   

 10.   dirtiest
 11.  more diligent  

B

 Read Susie’s notes about snowflakes. Cross out any that break the unity.

 12. made of frozen water vapor fun to make snowmen

  can travel on snow with skis have six sides 

  takes millions of snowflakes no two are alike 
  to make snowdrifts

C

 Use Susie’s notes to write a paragraph about snowflakes. 

 13. 

  

  

  

  

  

D
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 Diagram the underlined part of each sentence.

 19. The Himalayan Mountains are in Asia.

  

 20. The St. Louis Arch is located in Missouri.

F

     

     

 Write sentences. 

 21. An interrogative sentence with the plural form of leaf. 

  

 22. An imperative sentence with the plural form of Cheerio. 

  

G

 Write these items correctly.

 14. ten thirty-nine in the evening 

 15. the initials for Marvin Pete Taylor 

 16. the abbreviation for April 

 17. the abbreviation for Sunday .
 18. old testament 

E
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 Write true if the statement is true or false if it is false.

 23.  Antonyms are words that have the same meanings.

 24.   Homophones are words that sound alike but have different 
spellings.

 25.  Synonyms are words that mean almost the same.

H

 Circle the correct word.

 26. Jerry sat, set the package on the counter.

 27. Emily wanted Doug to teach, learn her to play volleyball.

 28. Can, May I read my new book now, Mom?

 29. That lizard lost its, it’s tail.

I

 Name the reference book you would use to find the information.

 30. How far is it from Boise, Idaho, to Seattle, Washington?

  

 31. The pronunciation of javelin. 

 32. Why is gold so valuable? 

J

Keep your letters flowing smoothly.

  Go to page 60. In your notebook, write the verse for Lesson 6.K
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 Write the spelling word for each pronunciation.

 33. pǝ tā′ tōz  36. kar′ ǝt 

 34. dā′ zē  37. vej′ tǝ bǝl 

 35. kyü′ kǝm bǝr  38. se′ lǝ rē 

L

 wheelbarrow mirror lilacs fence lilies
 lettuce male mail sunshine

 Write words with these vowel sounds from the list above. 
One word will be used twice.

 39. ē  

 40. ī  

 41. e  

 42. ā  

 43. i  

M

Spelling Words

 carrot daisy lilacs male sunshine
 celery fence lilies mirror vegetable
 cucumber lettuce mail potatoes wheelbarrow

  Write Section 2 spelling words in your notebook. N
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Writing Your Paragraph

Get ready to write your paragraph.
• Read over your notes. Cross out the ones that don’t fit.
• Number them in the order you want them to be in your paragraph.

Write your paragraph.
• Write a title. It should not be longer than five words.
• Indent your first line.
• Write a good sentence from each of your notes.

Finish your paragraph.
• Proofread it for mistakes in spelling, punctuation, and capitalization.
• Write your name below the paragraph.

 Use the notes you took in Lesson 12 to write a paragraph.

 1.   

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

A
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 Put commas in the sentences.

 8. Will you read Nathan a story Joyce?

 9. Sit still Nathan and listen to the story.

 10. “Dorcas are you glad there is no school tomorrow?” asked June.

 11. Eric we are buying a new car.

C

 Rewrite the run-on sentence correctly.

 12.  Leon mowed the lawn he weeded the flowerbed Lorene helped him.

  

  

D

 Complete the chart of irregular verbs.

  Present Past Verbs that need helping verbs

 13. comes  

 14. do   

 15. see  

 16. fall   

 17. eat  

E

 Write the plural forms of these singular nouns.

 2. ox  5. child  

 3. half  6. patio 

 4. penny  7. house 

B
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 Write spelling words to complete the story. 

    Jamie lived in a small village along the New England 

  (26.) . His father was the (27.)  

  of a merchant ship. More than anything else, he wanted to be a

  (28.)  on his father’s ship. 

   Soon his father would leave to sail across the (29.) .  
  Jamie wanted to be on that ship. He wanted to see a killer 

  (30.)  and a great white (31.) ,  
  also the sights of other countries. But he knew better than to beg.

   He already loved the ocean and liked to scan the horizon to

  (32.)  for ships. He liked to stand out on the rocks by

  the big (33.) , watch its bright flashing beacon and think

  about how it prevented ships from (34.) . He liked to 

  feel the sea (35.)  in his face and hear the cry of a 

  (36.)  overhead. He even liked storms and the sound

  of the (37.)  on foggy nights. He liked to imagine what it 

  would have been like to live on some distant 

  (38.)  . 

    One evening his father said, “Well, Jamie, looks like  
I’ll need a cabin boy for this voyage. How about it?”

    Jamie’s answer was prompt. “Oh, Father, yes!  
I’ll be the best cabin boy you ever had!”

K

  Write Section 3 spelling words in your notebook. L
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Glossary
accurate possessive noun

accurate (a′ kyǝ rǝt): correct and true; without mistakes
adjective (a′ jik tiv): a word that describes a noun. shiny
antonyms (an′ tǝ nimz′): words that have opposite meanings. live, die
article (är′ ti kәl): an adjective that points out that a noun is coming. a, an, the 
being verbs (bē′ iŋ vərbz): verbs that do not show action. am, is, are, was, were
clustering (klǝs′ tǝriŋ): a way of organizing information for a report
complete predicate (kǝm plēt′  pre′ di kǝt): the verb and all the words that go with 

it. The lost dog ran through the woods.
complete subject (kǝm plēt′  sǝb′ jikt): the subject and all the words that go with it. 

The lost dog ran through the woods.
compound subject (käm′ paůnd  sǝb′ jikt): two or more subjects in a sentence that 

share the same verb
compound verb (käm′ paůnd vərb): two or more verbs in a sentence that share 

the same subject
conjunction (kǝn juŋk′ shǝn): a word that connects. and, but, or
declarative (di kler′ ǝ tiv): having to do with telling something
entry words (en′ trē  wərdz): words to be looked up in the dictionary 
exclamatory (iks kla′ mə tȯr′ ē): showing excitement
guide words (gīd  wərdz): words at the top of the dictionary page that tell the first 

and last words on the page
helping verb (hel′ piŋ vǝrb): a verb that comes before the main verb
homographs (hä′ mə grafs′): words that are spelled alike but have different pronun-

ciations and different meanings
homophones (hä′ mə fōnz′): words that sound alike but have different spellings  

and meanings. pain, pane
imperative (im per′ ə tiv): making a request or command
interrogative (in′ tə rä′ gə tiv): having to do with asking questions
irregular (i re′ gyǝ lǝr): not in the usual way
learn (lərn): to gain knowledge
noun (naůn): a word that names a person, place, thing, or idea. boy, glove, town, faith 
possessive noun (pə ze′ siv naůn): words that show possession. Clarissa’s
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Reference

 Provinces
 Alberta    AB
 British Columbia   BC
 Manitoba    MB
 New Brunswick    NB
 Newfoundland and Labrador  NF
 Nova Scotia    NS

 Northwest Territories  NT
 Nunavut   NU
 Ontario   ON
 Prince Edward Island  PEI
 Quebec   QC
 Saskatchewan   SK
 Yukon Territory   YT

 States
 Alabama Ala. AL
 Alaska  AK
 Arizona Ariz. AZ
 Arkansas Ark. AR
 California Calif. CA
 Colorado Colo. CO
 Connecticut Conn. CT
 Delaware Del. DE
 Florida Fla. FL
 Georgia Ga. GA
 Hawaii  HI
 Idaho  ID
 Illinois Ill. IL
 Indiana Ind. IN
 Iowa  IA
 Kansas Kans. KS

 Kentucky Ky. KY
 Louisiana La. LA
 Maine  ME
 Maryland Md. MD
 Massachusetts Mass. MA
 Michigan Mich. MI
 Minnesota Minn. MN
 Mississippi Miss. MS
 Missouri Mo. MO
 Montana Mont. MT
 Nebraska Nebr. NE
 Nevada Nev. NV
 New Hampshire N.H. NH
 New Jersey N.J. NJ
 New Mexico N.Mex. NM
 New York N.Y. NY
 North Carolina N.C. NC

 North Dakota N.Dak. ND
 Ohio  OH
 Oklahoma Okla. OK
 Oregon Oreg. OR
 Pennsylvania Pa. PA
 Rhode Island R.I. RI
 South Carolina S.C. SC
 South Dakota S.Dak. SD
 Tennessee Tenn. TN
 Texas Tex. TX
 Utah  UT
 Vermont Vt. VT
 Virginia  Va. VA
 Washington Wash. WA
 West Virginia W.Va. WV
 Wisconsin Wis. WI
 Wyoming Wyo. WY

 Time and Number
 from midnight to noon a.m.
 from noon to midnight p.m.
 Number No.
 Numbers  Nos.

 Days
 Sunday Sun.
 Monday Mon.
 Tuesday Tues.
 Wednesday Wed.
 Thursday Thurs.
 Friday Fri.
 Saturday Sat.

 Months
 January Jan.
 February Feb.
 March Mar.
 April Apr.
 August Aug.
 September Sept.
 October Oct.
 November Nov.
 December Dec.

 Titles of Respect
 Mister Mr.
 Mistress Mrs.
 Doctor Dr.

 Measurements
 inch in cup c
 foot ft pint pt
 yard yd quart qt
 mile mi gallon gal
 ounce oz ton t
 pound lb millimeter mm
 teaspoon tsp centimeter cm
 tablespoon tbsp meter m
   milliliter mL

 liter L
 gram g
 kilogram kg
 second sec
 minute min
 hour hr
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